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1. Introduction and definitions 
Let IRM[ denote the Krull dimension of a left R-module M. A ring R with left 
and right Krull dimension is called Krull symmetric provided IRS/TI = [S/TRI for 
any pair of two-sided ideals T_c S. This class of rings includes all commutative 
noetherian rings and all fully bounded noetherian rings. Actually, no example is 
known of a noetherian ring which is not Krull symmetric. 
A module M is called K-homogeneous provided IN I = [MI for all non-zero sub- 
modules N of M. According to [5], a Krull symmetric noetherian ring which is K- 
homogeneous has an artinian classical quotient ring. As an easy corollary, if a Krull 
symmetric noetherian ring is a finite product of K-homogeneous rings, then it also 
has an artinian classical quotient ring. Ginn and Moss obtained a partial converse 
by demonstrating that existence of an artinian classical quotient ring forces the 
maximal artinian ideal of R to be a direct summand of R. However, the correspond- 
ing result fails for higher Krull dimension. The purpose of this paper is to show that 
although a Krull symmetric noetherian ring with artinian classical quotient ring is 
not necessarily a product of homogeneous rings, it does contain an independent 
family of homogeneous ideals which can be used in the same manner as summands 
of a product. 
If a ring R is a product of homogeneous rings, then the sum of,8-homogeneous 
left ideals is again ,8-homogeneous. This does not generally happen even for Krull 
symmetric noetherian rings. However, if a Krull symmetric noetherian ring has an 
Artinian classical quotient ring, then it is shown in Section 2 that homogeneity is
preserved by addition. This is proved under the weaker hypothesis that the 
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associated prime ideals of RR, denoted Ass(RR), consists of minimal prime ideals. 
Consequently, if R is a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that ASS(RR) consists 
of minimal prime ideals, then R contains a unique maximal ,8-homogeneous ideal 
for every ordinal fl in the Krull dimension sequence of R. Here, the KruH dimension 
sequence of R, denoted IR[ ---al >.. .  >an >__0, is the sequence of ordinals which 
occur as the Krull dimension of nonzero left ideals of R. For a Krull symmetric 
noetherian ring such that Ass(RR) consists of minimal primes, we define the ai- 
homogeneous component Hi of R to be the unique maximal ai-homogeneous left 
ideal of R. 
In Section 3, we show that the maximal ring of quotients of R and the artinian 
classical quotient ring of R (if it exists) are a product of the corresponding quotient 
ring of the factors R/I(Hi). We also show that R has an artinian classical quotient 
ring if and only if O~'= 1 Hi contains a regular element. This last result is used to 
obtain a straightforward proof of a result of Warfield [12; Theorem 12] concerning 
ring decompositions. 
All rings considered have a unit element. The term noetherian signifies that R has 
the ascending chain condition for both right and left ideals. The Krull dimension 
of a left R-module M is denoted IMI. If B is a bimodule, we use IRBI and IBRI 
for the two possibilities. For basic results concerning Krull dimension, the reader 
is referred to [8]. 
For a subset S of the ring R, let I(S)={r~RIrS=O } and r(S)={reR[Sr=O} 
denote the left and right annihilator of S. A prime ideal P is called an associated 
prime of R M, if there exists a nonzero submodule N of M such that P= I(U) for 
every nonzero submodule U of N. The collection of associated primes of M is 
denoted ASS(RM). 
If N is an essential submodule of M, we write this N<__ e M. The injective hull of 
M is denoted E(M). 
2. The homogeneous components of a Krull sYmmetric ring 
Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring. The purpose of this section is to show 
that if the left associated prime ideals of R are minimal, then R contains a unique 
maximal fl-homogeneous ideal for every ordinal ,8 in the Krull dimension sequence 
of R. 
We begin by examining rings for which the left associated primes are minimal. 
These rings will be described in terms of ,4-injective modules and finitely annihilated 
modules. According to [11], an injective left R-module E is called d-injective pro- 
vided R satisfies the descending chain condition on annihilators of subsets of E. 
From [3], a left R-module M is called finitely annihilated if there exists a finite 
subset {Xl,o..,xn} C_M such that I(M)= ~,.n=l lOci). If E is a A-injective, then E is 
finitely annihilated, but not conversely. 
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2.1. Proposition. The following are equivalent for a ring R with left Krull 
dimension. 
(1) Every submodule of E(RR) is finitely annihilated. 
(2) E(RR) is a A-injective. 
(3) Finitely generated submodules of  RR are finitely annihilated and Ass(nR) 
consists of  minimal prime ideals. 
Proof. (1)=(2). Let N denote the prime radical of R. By [3; 2.12], E(R/N) is 
faithful. Thus, there exists an embedding E(R)--,E(R/N) J for some set J. By [11; 
2.2], E(RR/N) is a A-injective and hence, E(R/N) J is a A-injective. Since injective 
submodules of A-injectives are A-injective, E(R) is a A-injective. 
(2) = (1). This follows from the definitions. 
(2) = (3). Since E(RR) is a d-injective, submodules of nR are finitely annihilated. 
Further, if PeAss(RR),  then there exists a finitely generated critical left ideal U 
such that P=I(U) and E(U) is a d-injective. By [4; 2.3], [U[ = [R/P I and hence, 
E(R/P)=E(U) n for some integer n. Thus, E(R/P) is a d-injective, and by [2; 
Theorem 5], P is a minimal prime. 
(3) = (2). Since R has left Krull dimension, E(R) = E(U 1) •... (~ E(Un) where each 
Ui is a finitely generated critical left ideal. Furthermore, the Ui may be chosen so 
that Pi = l(Ui) is a prime ideal for all i. By (3), Pi is a minimal prime ideal for all 
i. Since Ui is finitely annihilated, [UiI=[R/Pil and hence, E(Ui) imbeds in 
E(R/Pi). By [2; Theorem 5], E(R/Pi) is a A-injective and thus, E(Ui) is a A- 
injective for each i. Therefore, E(R) is a A-injective. 
2.2. Corollary. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then E(nR) & a A-injective if and only 
if Ass(nR) consists of  minimal prime ideals. 
Proof. Let I be a left ideal. Then IR is finitely generated by Xlrl, . . . ,  xkr k where 
xi e I and ri ~ R and for all i. Thus, l(I)= l(IR)= Ai~l l(Xi). Therefore, every left 
ideal is finitely annihilated. The result now follows from 2.1. 
Throughout this paper, frequent use will be made of certain results on Krull sym- 
metric noetherian rings which we now summarize. Let R be a noetherian ring such 
that Ass(gR ) consists of minimal prime ideals. If S is a submodule of E(RR), then 
n 
by 2.1, S is finitely annihilated, say l(S)= Ni= l l(Si) • This provides a monomor- 
phism R/I(S)--*S n where r+ l(S)--*(rs 1, ...,rsn). Thus, IS[ _< IR/I(S)] <-ISU[ --[S[ 
and therefore, IS[ = [R/l(S)[. If, in addition, we assume that R is Krull symmetric, 
then R is ideal invariant [5]. Thus, for any a-critical submodule C of E(R), R/I(C) 
is an a-homogeneous ideal invariant ring. By [5; 2.5], the annihilator of every a- 
critical module over R/l(C) is a prime ideal. In particular, l(C) is a prime ideal and 
further, is minimal since Ass(nR) consists of minimal primes. 
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2.3. Lemma. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(nR) con- 
sists of minimal prime ideals. I f  D is a submodule of  E(RR) such that I(S) c_ I(D) 
for some B-homogeneous left ideal S, then for every non-zero finitely generated sub- 
module F of  O, IFI_>B. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the statement is true for critical submodules of D. 
If C is a critical submodule of D, then Q= l(C) is a minimal prime ideal and 
IcI = IR/QI. Furthermore, I(S) c_ l(D) c_ Q. Thus, Q/I(S) is a minimal prime ideal 
of R/I(S). Since R/I(S) is a B-homogeneous Krull symmetric noetherian ri g, 
IR/QI = IR/I(S)I by [10; Theorem 8]. Thus, B= IR/QI = Ic I .  
Let R be a noetherian ring and let I1 and 12 be B-homogeneous left ideals. Then 
Ix + 12 need not be B-homogeneous as the following example shows. Let p be a 
prime integer and let R be the matrix ring 
l0 
If 
I1=(  Z ~)and  Ia=l ( ;  ~) lneZ l  
then Ix and/2 are 1-critical eft ideals, but 1~ + 12 contains the simple ideal 
(°0 o p) 
and hence is not l-homogeneous. 
Although R is Krull symmetric, the ideal 
(o 
is a left associated prime ideal that is not minimal. For a Krull symmetric noetherian 
ring such that Ass(nR) consists of minimal prime.s, the sum of B-homogeneous left 
ideals is B-homogeneous as is shown in the next proposition. 
2.4. Proposition. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(nR) 
consists of minimal prime ideals. I f  S and T are B-homogeneous submodules of 
E(RR), then S + T is B-homogeneous. 
Proof. Clearly, every finitely generated submodule F c_ S + T has IF[ _ ft. Let C be 
a finitely generated critical submodule of S+ T. Then D=CNR~:O. Further, 
l(S). I(T) cc. l(S)t31(T) =I(S+ T) c_ l(D). Since I(D) is a prime ideal, I(S) c_ l(D) or 
l(T) c_ l(D). In either case, [D I = [C[ ___ B by 2.3. Therefore, every finitely generated 
critical submodule of S + T has Krull dimension ,8 and this implies that S + T is ,6- 
homogeneous. 
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2.5. Theorem. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(RR ) con- 
sists o f  minimal prime ideals, and let IRI = a~ > ... > a, >_ 0 denote the Krull dimen- 
sion sequence o f  R. I f  Hi is the sum o f  the ai-homogeneous left ideals o f  R, then 
Hi is a nonzero ai-homogeneous ideal for  each i. Furthermore, H i is closed in RR. 
If, in addition, Ass(RR) consists o f  minimal primes, then H i is the sum o f  the ai- 
homogeneous right ideals o f  R. 
Proof. By [1; 2.5], R contains an ai-homogeneous submodule. Thus, Hi~O. By 
2.4, Hi is ai-homogeneous. To show that Hi is a two-sided ideal, let xeR such that 
Hix¢:O. Then l(Hi)c_l(Hix ). By 2.3, every non-zero submodule N<_Hix has 
IN] ___t~ i. Thus, since IHixl "<oti, n ix  must be ai-homogeneous. Hence, Hixc_Hi. 
That H i is closed in RR follows from [1; 1.1,1.4]. 
Suppose ASS(R R) consists of minimal prime ideals. Let H/' denote the sum of all 
the ai-homogeneous right ideals of R. Then, as above, H/' is a nonzero ai-homo- 
geneous two sided ideal of R. Since R is KruU symmetric, H/' is ui-homogeneous a
a left ideal. Thus, H~ c_ H i. Simi lar ly ,  H i c Hi. 
Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring. For the remainder of this paper, 
IRI =a~>--->an---0 will denote the Krull dimension sequence of R. In case 
Ass(RR) consists of minimal prime ideals, Hi will denote the sum of the ai- 
homogeneous left ideals of R. We call Hi the ai-homogeneous component of R. 
3. Localizations and decompositions 
Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(RR)LI Ass(RR) consists 
of minimal primes. In this section, we examine the role of the homogeneous com- 
ponents in certain localizations of R and ring decompositions of R. 
Consider the Krull dimension sequence of R, [R[=a~>...>a,>_O. For 
i= 1, ..., n, define the ui-radical Si of R to be the maximal eft ideal of R with 
IS i[ = ai. Then Si is a two-sided ideal of R and Si/Si+! is ai-homogeneous for all 
i. Clearly, HiNSi+I- -0 and Hi imbeds in Si/Si+ 1. 
The quotients Si/Si+l are central to the works [7] and [9] in which conditions are 
developed for the existence of an artinian classical quotient ring for Krull symmetric 
noetherian rings. Among other things, the following lemma enables us to make use 
of the a;-homogeneous components H i as opposed to the quotients S i /S i+  ! . 
3.1. Lemma. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(RR ) con- 
sists of  minimal prime ideals. Then, for  all i, 
(a) IS i /Hi[  _<t~i+ 1. 
(b) l(Hi) = l(Si/Si + l ). 
(c) (~j~:i Hj c_ l(Hi). 
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If, in addition, Ass(RR) consists of  minimal primes, then 
(d) HiNI(H~)=O. 
(e) (~)':= 1Hi is faithful as a left and right ideal. 
Proof. (a) If Si =Hi, the result is clear. Otherwise, since Hi is closed in R by 2.5 
and Hi+Si+l<eSi, then n i+S i+ l /H i<eS i /H i  . Hence, E(Si+I)=E(Si/Hi). By 
[1; 1.1, 1.4], every finitely generated submodule of E(Si+I) has Krull dimension 
less than or equal to ai+l. Therefore, IS i/Hi[ <ai+l, 
(b) Since Hi=Hi+Si+l/Si+lc_Si/Si+l, l(Si/Si+l)C_l(Hi). Let xel(Hi). If 
xS i~S i+ l ,  then I(xSi)RI =ai. The map O:si /ni- - -~xgi,  where O(y+Hi)=xy, is a 
surjective homomorphism and, hence, ai = [ (xSi)RI <- [ (Si/Hi)R I <- ai+ 1 < ai by (a). 
Since this is impossible, necessarily x ~ l(Si/Si + 1). 
(c) Clear from (b). 
(d) By [7; Theorems 5, 7], Si 0 l(Si/Si + l) = Si + 1. Thus, Hi CI l(Hi) c_ Si f"l l(Si/Si + l) = 
Si+ 1. Since Hi f) Si+ 1 = O, Hi f) l(Hi) = O. 
(e) Let yE(~in__lHiNl((~n=lHi) , where Y=hl+ ' "+h n and hi~.H i for all i. 
Then O=YHi=h in  i since njC_l(Hi) for j~ i  by (c). Hence, hi~HiNl(Hi)=O by 
(d). Therefore, y = 0. Since 0 i~ 1 Hi <-e R, l ( (~i n 1 Hi) = O. 
3.2. Proposition. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that 
Ass(RR ) LI Ass(RR) consists of minimal prime ideals. Then HomR(E(Hi), E(Hj)) = 0 
for i4:j. 
Proof. We first show that HomR(Hi, E(Hj))=O for i:/:j. Suppose 0g: 
feHomR(Hi,  E(Hj)). Then f(x):/:O for some xeHi .  Since Hj<eE(Hj), we may 
assume that f(x) ~ Hi. Since Hk c_ I(Hj), k ~j, Hkf(x) = 0. Further since Hj c_ l(Hi), 
Hjx=O and hence, Hjf(x)=0. Thus, f(x)er((~n=lHi). By 3.1(e), f(x)=0. 
Therefore, f=  0. 
Let O--/:f~HomR(E(Hi),E(Hj)). Then there exists xeE(Hi) such that 
0 :/:f(x) ~ Hj. As above, (~k,j  Ilk" f(x) = 0. Further, right multiplication by x 
yields a map Hj~E(Hi). Since Homk(/-/j, E(Hi))=O, /-/ix=0 which implies that 
(~':= 1 Hi. f(x) = 0. By 3.1 (e), f(x) = 0 and therefore HomR(E(Hi), E(Hj)) = 0. 
3.3. Proposition. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(RR)U 
Ass(RR) consists of  minimal prime ideals. Then l(Hi)= l(E(Hi)) for all i. 
Proof. Clearly, I(E(Hi)) ~ l(Hi). Further, Hi" l(Hi) c_ Hi (q l(Hi) = 0 by 3.1 (d). Sup- 
pose xeE(Hi) and l(Hi)x:/:O. Then Hil(Hi)x=O. Since l(Hi)xc_E(Hi) we have 
O:/:I(Hi)xNR c_Hi. Hence, Hi(I(Hi)xNR)=O implies that I(Hi)xNR C_r(Hi)NHi. 
By the dual of 3.1(d), r(Hi)NHi=O and thus l(Hi)xrlR=O which is a contradic- 
tion. Therefore, l(Hi)= I(E(Hi)). 
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Since R is left noetherian, there is a finite chain of left ideals R= 
MoDMI D ... D Mm = 0 such that for all j=  1, ..., m, Mj_ 1/Mj is ,Sj-critical for a 
sequence of ordinals tim <-"" <-~. Such a series is called a Krull composition series 
for eR. The distinct ordinals among the flj coincide with all of the ordinals a i in the 
Krull dimension sequence of R. For a Krull symmetric noetherian ring R, 
Pj=I(Mj_I/M j) is a prime ideal and [R/Pj] = [Mj_ 1/Mj[ =ai  for some i. Then Pj 
is called a left ai-Krull prime of R. The right ai-Krull primes of R are defined 
similarly. The collection of ai-Krull primes of R, denoted ai-Kprime(R) is defined 
to be the set of all prime ideals that are left or right ai-Krull primes. There is a 
Jordan-Holder theorem for KruU composition series which makes the Krull primes 
independent of the choice of such a series and guarantees that the set ai-Kprime(R) 
is finite. The Krull primes coincide with the 'regular' primes of Stafford (which are 
defined in a more complicated way for arbitrary noetherian rings). 
In the following, a prime ideal P is called an a-prime if I R/PI = a. 
3.4. Proposition. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(RR)LI 
Ass(RR) consists of  minimal prime ideals. I f  P is a minimal ai-prime ideal, then 
Hi~:P. 
Proof. Suppose H i c_ P. Then P/H  i is a minimal prime in R/H i. By 2.5, Hi is closed 
in R and hence (~j,iI-Ij=(~)jtlj/Hi<-eR/Hi . Thus, E(R/Hi)=(~j:/:iE(Hj). By 
[1; 1.1, 1.4], E(Hj) is aj-homogeneous and hence, R/H i has Krull dimension se- 
quence O<_an<...<ai+l<ai_l<...<al = IR/Hi[. Since P/Hi is a minimal prime 
of R/H i, it is an aj-Krull prime of R/H i by [10; Theorem 8]. Thus, from [10; 
Theorem 7], IR/P I =aj, for some j:/:i. This is impossible. Therefore, HiT:P. 
Let M be a left R-module with E=E(M) and let z=X(E)  denote the torsion 
theory cogenerated by E. Then a left R-module N is z-torsion if HomR(N, E) = 0. 
In [3; 2.9], it is shown that if I is an ideal which is not contained in any associated 
prime of E, then R/ I  is r-torsion. Thus, if Q~,..., Qm denote the minimal ai-primes 
of R and E = ~i  m i E(R/Qi), then by 3.4, R/H i is z-torsion. This has the following 
implication for R~, the z-localization of R. As in [6], we use Er(M) to denote the 
z-injective hull of M. 
3.5. Corollary. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that 
Ass(RR)UAss(RR) consists of  minimal prime ideals. Let ( be a collection of 
minimal primes, let T= Ap~ P and z =X(E(R/T)). Then 
(1) R/ (~ iH  i is z-torsion. 
(2) Rr= Er(R)= Er(H1)e...OEr(Hn). 
Proof. (1) is a consequence of 3.4 and [3; 2.9], and (2) follows from (1) and the 
definition of Er(R). 
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Let T~ denote the Serre subcategory of R-mod consisting of the r-torsion left R- 
modules. By 3.5, R is a direct sum of homogeneous ideals in the quotient category 
R-mod/T~. Further, 3.4 enables us to obtain a ring decomposition of R~ where r is 
any torsion theory determined by a collection of minimal primes. In particular, we 
get decompositions for the following familiar localizations. 
3.6. Theorem. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that ASS(RR)U 
Ass(RR) consists of minimal prime ideals. Let Q(R) denote the complete ring of 
quotients of R and Qcl(R) the classical quotient ring of R. Then 
(1) Q(R)= Q(R/I(H~)) × ... × Q(R/I(Hn)). 
(2) I f  R has an artinian classical quotient ring, then 
Qd (R) = QcI(R/I(HI)) x ... × Qd (R/I(Hn)). 
Proof. (1) Let T= ~ {P[ PeAss(RR)} and let r=X(E(R/T)) .  Since ASS(RR) con- 
sists of minimal primes, by 3.5, Er(R)=Er(HI)O'"@Er(Hn). Further; R/(~jI-Ij 
being r-torsion and (~jHj c_ Hi + l(Hi) implies that R/Hi + l(ni) is r-torsion. Con- 
sequently, E~(Hi)=E~(R/I(Hi)) for all i. For each i, let Ri=R/I(Hi), Ti= 
{P e Ass(RR) [P _3 l(Hi) } and ri = X(E(R/Ti)). By 3.3, l(Hi) = I(E(Hi) ) and hence, 
by [6; 9.9], E~(RRi)=E~i(RiRi). Thus, E~(Hi)=Eri(R, Ri) for all i. 
By 3.2, HomR(E~(Hi),E~(Hj))=O for i:gj which implies that Er(R)= 
E~(R1) × "'" xEr(Rn)=E~,(R1)X-'-×Ero(Rn) as rings. Finally, since Q(R)=Er(R )
and Q(Ri)=E~i(R~Ri) for all i, the result follows. 
(2) If R has an artinian classical quotient ring and if N denotes the prime radical 
of R, then Qcl(R)=Er(R) where r=X(E(R/N)).  A procedure similar to (I) yields 
the desired result. 
From 3.4, for a Krull symmetric noetherian ring with associated primes minimal, 
no minimal ai-prime contains the ai-homogeneous component. If no ai-Krull 
prime contains the ai-homomeneous component, l<_i<_n, then the next result 
shows that all the Krull primes are minimal and R has an artinian classical quotient 
ring. 
For an ideal/, let C(I) = {ceR Ixce I  or cxe I  implies that xe I} .  
3.7. Theorem. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that 
Ass(RR)UAss(RR) consists of  minimal prime ideals. Then R has an artinian 
classical quotient ring iff  P E ai-Kprime(R) implies that P ~ H i. 
Proof. Suppose R has an artinian classical quotient ring. By [10; Theorem 21] if 
P~ai-Kprime(R), then P is a minimal ai-prime and hence, by 3.4, Hi~P.  
Conversely, suppose Pc  ai-Kprime(R) and P_  Q where Q is a minimal prime 
ideal of R. Since P~Hi ,  Q T~H i. Then l(Hi). Hi=O necessitates that l(Hi)¢_ Q. 
Thus, Q is a minimal prime over l(Hi). By [10; Theorems 7,8], Q/I(Hi)~ 
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ai-Kprime(R/l(Hi)) and hence, IR /Q I  = ai. However, IR /P[  = ai which is a con- 
tradiction unless P= Q. By [10; Theorem 21], R has an artinian classical quotient 
ring. 
3.8. Corollary. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that Ass(RR)U 
Ass(RR) consists o f  minimal prime ideals. Then R has an artinian classical quotient 
ring i f  and only i f  (~i Hi contains a regular element. 
Proof. Let N denote the prime radical of R and let r = X(E(R/N)) .  Let H = (~)i Hi" 
By 3.5, R/H is r-torsion. 
If R has an artinian classical quotient ring, then r coincides with the torsion 
theory generated by the multiplicitively closed set C(0). Thus, there exists c e C(0) 
such that c(1 + H) = 0 + H. Therefore, c e H. 
Conversely, if P~ai-Kprime(R), then by [10; Theorem 7], Pg- l(Hi)Ar(Hi). By 
3. l(b, c), P 9- (~j¢i Hj. If P 9_ Hi, then P 9_ H and thus, P contains a regular element 
c. Then ceC(l(Hi)) and hence, IR/PI <_ IR/Rc+I(Hi)] < IR/I(Hi)I =ai. This is 
impossible, and therefore P~Hi .  By 3.7, R has an artinian classical quotient ring. 
Let Z be the ring of integers, let p e Z be prime and let Zp = Z/pZ.  Let R denote 
the matrix ring 
R= ZpZpZp.  
o o zp 
Then R is a Krull symmetric noetherian ring with minimal associated primes and 
Krull dimension sequence I RI = 1 >0. The homogeneous components of R are 
0 1 HI=  and H2--- Zp Zp . 
o o Zp 
Since the regular elements of R must have an element of Z-pZ in the (1, 1)-position, 
HIgH 2 does not contain a regular element. Thus, by 3.8, R does not have an 
artinian classical quotient ring. 
We are now in a position to provide an elementary proof of a theorem of Warfield 
[12; Theorem 12], concerning the decomposition of a Krull symmetric noetherian 
ring into a product of homogeneous rings. First, we need the following lemma. 
3.9. Lemma. Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring such that ASS(RR)U 
Ass(RR) consists o f  minimal prime ideals and let N denote the prime radical of  R. 
Then H i + N/N  is ai-homogeneous for  all i. 
Proof. Let QI, ..., Qm denote the minimal ai-primes. Let P be a minimal aj- 
prime where i g:j. Then l(Hi)Hi c_ P implies that l(Hi) c_ P or H i c P. If l(Hi) c_ P, 
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then P/I(Hi) is a minimal prime ideal of the ai-homogeneous ring R/I(Hi) and 
hence, by [10; Theorem 7], IR/P] =or i which is impossible. Thus, Hi c_P. Con- 
sequently, Hi n N= Hi n Ql N... n Qm and, therefore, H i + N/N= Hi/Hi n N= 
Hi /HiOQIN. ' .OQm . Thus, Hi+N/N is isomorphic to a submodule of the ai- 
homogeneous module R/QIH. . .HR/Qm.  Therefore, Hi + N/N  is ai-homo- 
geneous. 
3.10. Theorem (Warfield). Let R be a Krull symmetric noetherian ring with prime 
radical N. Suppose R has an artinian classical quotient ring. Then R /N  is a product 
of  homogeneous rings if and only if R is a product of homogeneous rings. 
Proof. Since R has an artinian classical quotient ring, Ass(RR)UAss(RR) consists 
of minimal primes. Suppose R is a product of homogeneous rings. Then 
R = HI 0""  HH,,. Therefore R/N= (~)i Hi + N/N  and Hi + N/N  is ai-homogeneous 
for all i by 3.9. 
Conversely, suppose R/N= n ... l-Ii = I(R/N)~i, where el, , e,, are a complete set of 
orthogonal idempotents, ei =ei +N is central in R/N and (R/N)gi is an ai- 
homogeneous ring for all i. By 3.7, (~Hi contains a regular element c = c 1 + ... + cn, 
where cieHi for all i. If j:#i, then cjeiei=O and thus ciejeHie71. Since 
c j+NeHj+N/Nc_(R/N)~j  by 3.9, then cj+N--c je j+NeHieTJ+N/N.  Also 
ciei~.ni since Hi is an ideal. Consequently c+N= n ~j= I cjej +Ne l l ie [  1 + N/N. 
Then there exists deHie71 such that d+N=c+N and therefore, de C(N)=C(O) 
with de i u. H i for all i. Since Hi is £~i-homogeneous, deiR is t~ i-hOmOgeneOus. Since 
d is regular, eiR is an ai-homogeneous right ideal and hence, eiR c_ Hi for all i, by 
2.5. Thus 1 = el +'"  + e, e eH i  and therefore, R = @Hi. 
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